For Date: 01/09/2018  -  Tuesday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-639</td>
<td>0135</td>
<td>TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint</td>
<td>Taken/Referred to Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicinity of: BERNSTEIN RD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Street signs for Bernstein and Pomfret were knocked over and laying in the snow bank. Need to be replaced.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Faxed to the DPW.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18-640  0142  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish

Vicinity of: [WIL 1730] UNK - MCDONALD RD
Vehicle: GRY 2016 MAZD UT CX5 Reg: PC MA 7LWK60 VIN: JM3KE4BY0G0760094
Vehicle parked here with 1 person inside.
Vehicle parked next to the building.
party checks ok, 35 able to wake sleeping party who is there picking up a friend.

18-641  0200  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  log info. only

Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2017 FORD F350 Reg: CO MA T34195 VIN: 1FTRF3B66H6EC81695
Vehicle parked next to the building.
32- Subcontractor for Cardillo Construction, they are picking up their sign boards.

18-642  0227  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: [WIL 962] MEINEKE MUFFLER - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2013 FORD EDGE Reg: PC MA 461GS7 VIN: 2FMDK4KC9D8C55272
Verbal for failure to activate headlights.

18-643  0232  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: GRY 1999 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 3CF176 VIN: 2HGEJ6618XH559308
written warning for expired inspection sticker and registration sticker.

18-644  0237  CITIZEN CONTACT  Taken/Referred to Other

Location/Address: CARTER LN
resident at this location states she is not receiving any water flow in her house.
Spoke with on call water department employee who states he believes it is a frozen pipe as they are not doing any work in the area, and that they can follow up with the home owner in the am.

18-647  0557  ALARM, BURGLAR  cancel

Narrative: faxed to water department.
18-648 0716 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: HIGH ST + MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: red light out High St at Middlesex Ave.
Narrative: log entry faxed to Public Buildings.

18-649 0728 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2006 FORD ECOVAN Reg: CO MA P68127 VIN: 1FTSE34196DB21840
Narrative: garage door alarm called in by Xfinity Home. alarm company spoke to the resident and another keyholder who both gave incorrect passcodes.
Narrative: 33 reporting plumber on scene. checks okay.

18-651 0809 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: EVERETT AVE
Narrative: Snowbank blocking view of Faulkner from Everett
***Faxed to DFW***

18-652 0848 FIRE-SERVICE CALL Investigated
Location/Address: BURNHAM ST
Narrative: DFW reporting water pouring from front of house. water filling roadway.
Narrative: E3 Sousa, Casella Lt Pozzi
Narrative: L3 reports issue with valve from well pump attempting to secure
Narrative: Power cut to house valve was secured
Narrative: L3 reports 7-9 Burnham are vacant and not plowed out, exposure to 15 Cook Ave on B side of number 7

18-653 0850 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Investigated
Location/Address: BURNHAM ST
Narrative: DFW reporting water pouring from front of house and into roadway. DFW enroute. FD also enroute.
Narrative: 39 reporting broken water pipe in ceiling. FD notified.
Narrative: 37 and 39 clear.
18-654  0857  DISABLED MV  Investigated
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle:  PLE 2006 HYUN SE AZERA  Reg: PC MA 925XAS  VIN: KMHFC6F96A109429
Narrative:  Caller reporting a male party walking near the overpass fenceline.

Narrative:  32 reporting DMV on the NB ramp.
Narrative:  32 clear, AAA enroute.

18-657  0912  CITIZEN CONTACT  Investigated
Location/Address:  [WIL 631] LUCCI'S SUPERMARKET PLAZA - LOWELL ST
Narrative:  33 foot patrol.

18-658  0921  CITIZEN CONTACT  Investigated
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Narrative:  31 foot patrol of plaza.
Narrative:  31 clear.

18-660  0926  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  Investigated
Vicinity of:  [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:  33- area check
Narrative:  33 clear.

18-661  0936  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  LOWELL ST
Vehicle:  BRO 2016 LEKS UT RX350  Reg: PC MA 128H  VIN: 2T2BEMCAAXGC021654
Narrative:  operator was advised regarding laws of following ambulance.

18-662  0937  CITIZEN CONTACT  Investigated
Location/Address:  [WIL 1540] TARGET - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:  32 foot patrol.
Narrative:  32 clear.

18-663  0940  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  LONELL ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2009 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 1MX431  VIN: 2HGFA166X9H331851
Narrative:  citation for red light violation and registration not in possession.

18-664  0944  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1692] KOCH MEMBRANE - MAIN ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2005 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 791RH8  VIN: 2HGFA15595H551879
Narrative:  citation for failure to inspect.
08-665  0958  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Narrative:  31 traffic enforcement.

08-668  1001  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2003 NISS FRONTI  Reg:  PC MA 796PX8  VIN:  1N6DD26TX3C420271
Narrative:  29 out with black Nissan pickup truck with obstructed plate.
Narrative:  citation for expired inspection sticker.

08-670  1008  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Narrative:  32 traffic enforcement.

08-671  1010  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2009 ACUR SE TL  Reg:  PC MA 67317F  VIN:  19UUA86259A014619
Narrative:  citation for impeded operation.

08-672  1020  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle:  GRY 2004 JEEP UT LIBERT  Reg:  PC MA 3WRM40  VIN:  1J4GL48K414234941
Narrative:  written warning for red light violation.

08-674  1033  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Vehicle:  BLU 2016 SUBA SE WRXSE  Reg:  PC MA 4AG738  VIN:  JF1VA1E61G9815986
Narrative:  citation for expired inspection sticker and no registration in possession.

08-676  1038  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle:  BLK 2012 VOLK GTI  Reg:  PC MA 7NNZ60  VIN:  WVVGV7A0CK344252
Narrative:  written warning for red light violation.

08-677  1042  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  Investigated
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Narrative:  caller reporting dog stuck in snow bank. ACO notified and enroute.
Narrative:  31 has dog, ACO enroute.
Narrative:  31 and ACO clear, dog returned to owner at business at 324 Main St. dog got out through open door.

08-678  1045  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2014 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg:  PC MA RS970V  VIN:  4T1BF1FK2EU765633
Narrative:  Citation for inspection sticker, no license and no
registration in possession.

**18-679**

**1045  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**  
Citation/Warning Issued  
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE  
Vehicle: RED 2016 HOND UT CRV  
Reg: PC MA 5DJ647  
VIN: 5J6RM4H55GL098268  
Narrative: Citation for expired inspection sticker and impeded operation (GPS).

**18-681**

**1057  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**  
Citation/Warning Issued  
Vicinity of: MAIN ST  
Vehicle: GRY 2016 HYUN TUCSON  
Reg: PC MA 3ST446  
VIN: KMHJ3CA40GU255065  
Narrative: Citation expired inspection sticker

**18-682**

**1111  VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE**  
Arrest(s) Made  
Vicinity of: FEDERAL ST  
Narrative:  
caller reporting two male parties spray painting at the salt shed on Federal St. only description is one is tall, one is small, one is wearing a gray sweatshirt, the other wearing a blue sweatshirt. units out with male parties who had been running down Middlesex Ave. out at Middlesex/Palmer.  
Narrative:  
33 transporting male party to station. under arrest for tagging.  
Narrative:  
see report.  
Narrative:  
Bail notified.  
Refer To Arrest: **18-9-AR**  
Arrest: VALENTI, RICHARD A  
Address: 15 CRANE AVE  
PEABODY, MA  
Age: 28  
Charges: TAGGING PROPERTY

**18-685**

**1123  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY**  
Investigated  
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + GLEN RD  
Narrative:  
35 requesting area checked for male party wearing blue jeans, blue jacket and hat on backwards, walking in area.  
Narrative:  
sal located male party on Adams St.  
Narrative:  
39 enroute to sal location.  
Narrative:  
sal spoke to male party, he was not involved.

**18-684**

**1126  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY**  
Services Rendered  
Vicinity of: HIGH ST + MIDDLESEX AVE  
Narrative:  
39 enroute to assist town electrician with traffic while he changes a light.  
Narrative:  
39 clear.

**18-687**

**1226  Police Departmental Service**  
Services Rendered
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:  32 mail run.

Narrative:  32 clear.

18-689 1258 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of:  WOBURN ST + MATHAWAY RD
Narrative:  enforcement
Narrative:  32 clear.

18-691 1346 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Investigated
Location/Address:  FAIRMONT AVE
Narrative:  caller reporting loose small black dog walking in roadway. was not wearing a collar or tags. caller stated the dog appeared soaked. while on the phone, caller states owner called for dog. he believes owner is from Fairmont. white house, with a white truck. ACO notified and will respond to area.
Narrative:  ACO reporting house is 36 Fairmont Ave. no one answering at door. ACO clear.

18-692 1426 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Narrative:  31 foot patrol of plaza

18-694 1438 CITIZEN CONTACT Investigated
Location/Address:  [WIL 1540] TARGET - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:  32 foot patrol.
Narrative:  32 clear.

18-695 1441 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Vehicle:  GRN 2016 TOY OT PRIUS Reg: FC MA 6CGF70 VIN: JTDKBFU1G3004441
Narrative:  parking citation issued for handicap parking.
Narrative:  Walk in party showed proof of proper placard, ticket to be voided.

18-696 1448 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 60] NICHOLS FUNERAL HOME - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:  Cars out at the funeral home.

18-697 1455 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Narrative:  Traffic enforcement.
18-698 1516 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 1003] SUBWAY – MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2016 CADI UT ESCALA Reg: CO MA 9481 VIN: 1GYS4BEJ3GR275098
Narrative:
Citation issued for expired registration and a verbal warning for impeded operation.

18-699 1520 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: [WIL 226] STARBUCKS – MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRN 2002 TOYT SIENNA Reg: PC MA 6HR583 VIN: 4T3ZP13C72U485463
Vehicle: RED 2010 NISS SE MAXIMA Reg: PC MA 1320SH VIN: 1N4AA5AP0AC922796
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Narrative:
MVC in the parking lot.
Narrative:
A&S notified.
Narrative:
1 party transported by FD.
Narrative:
A&S has the vehicle, clear.

18-701 1641 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Could Not Locate
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2016 CHEV SE CRUZE Reg: CO MA S97870 VIN: 1G1FC5S8G7112164
Narrative:
Erratic operator. Described as being all over the road. Last seen headed towards Andover st coming from Woburn st. White Chevy sedan. MA reg s97870
Narrative:
32 checked the area, unable to locate, will stay in the area.

18-702 1716 DISABLED MV Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93SBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: GRY 2013 HYUN SANTAF Reg: PC MA 6796XV VIN: 5XYZWDLA6DG036051
Towed: For: Other By: A&S Towing
Narrative:
DMV on Route 62 by 93SB off ramp.
Narrative:
A&S notified.
Narrative:
A&S has the vehicle, clear.

18-704 1752 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Could Not Locate
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE + CHESTNUT ST
Vehicle: GRY 2007 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 841MM8 VIN: 1HGCN56347A116307
Narrative:
Caller reporting another vehicle has driven into the snow along the side of the road, repeatedly beeping the horn, appears agitated. Vehicle described as a grey Accord, possibly turning left onto Chestnut or Marion St from the intersection.
Narrative:
Unable to locate.

18-703 1753 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: HATHAWAY RD
Narrative:
Caller reporting a loose dog showed up at his house. Described as a greyhound with a red and grey vest and no collar. He will hold onto the dog until the owner calls.

18-705
1824 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE + MAIN ST
Narrative: Walk in party reporting the lights are not cycling properly. Mass highway notified.

Narrative: 31-Lights appear to be cycling normally after train came through the station.

18-709
1856 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: WEST ST
Vehicle: GRN 1999 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 115MA4 VIN: 2T1ER12E0XC119650
Narrative: Caller reporting a large tree branch, still partially attached to the tree, is hanging down in the way of traffic, branch has already been struck, no injuries reported.

Narrative: 33-Branch was struck by a TT unit that is not on scene, branch was then struck by another vehicle, resulting in minor scrapes.

Narrative: 33-Branch is out of the roadway.
Narrative: TT unit plate reported, PA regP666755 showing no records returned.

18-712
2104 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + COBALT ST
Vehicle: GRY 2003 CHEV CAVALI Reg: PC MA 6YY688 VIN: 1G1JF12F837121146
Narrative: Caller reporting an erratic operator on Salem St heading into Tewksbury, vehicle described as a silver sedan, MA reg 6YY688, a grey Chevy Cavalier, vehicle pulled into drive way of 100 Salem St in Tewksbury. Tewksbury PD notified.

18-713
2128 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1257] SPECTRA MEDICAL SUITE H - FORDHAM RD
Narrative: Commercial alarm coming in as warehouse door.
Narrative: Checks ok.

18-714
2220 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CLARK ST
Narrative: Verbal warning for improper passing.